Abstract Many of the studies related to supervised learning have focused on the resolution of multiclass problems. A standard technique used to resolve these problems is to decompose the original multiclass problem into multiple binary problems. In this paper, we propose a new learning model applicable to multi-class domains in which the examples are described by a large number of features. The proposed model is an Artificial Neural Network ensemble in which the base learners are composed by the union of a binary classifier and a multiclass classifier. To analyze the viability and quality of this system, it will be validated in two real domains: traffic sign recognition and hand-written digit recognition. Experimental results show that our model is at least as accurate as other methods reported in the bibliography but has a considerable advantage respecting size, computational complexity, and running time.
Introduction
A supervised learning problem is one in which a given set of examples and their classes, S = {(X 1 , y 1 ), (X 2 , y 2 ), …. (X n , y n )}, has the objective of finding the f function that allows the prediction of the associated class to new examples: f(X i ) = y i . When the set of classes is of finite cardinality and contains more than two elements, the machine learning application receives the name of multiclass learning and the f function is called multi-class classifier.
The simplest, most cited, and probably most criticized approach used in multi-class classification problems is the so-called one against all (OAA) scheme [1] [2] [3] . In this model, the k class problem is broken down into k binary classification problems, each of which distinguishes or separates one class from the (k -1) remaining classes. Therefore, each binary classifier is able to indicate if an example belongs or not to its associated class, but when an example is classified as not belonging to ''its class'', it is not able to determine to which of the k -1 remaining classes the example belongs to.
This characteristic is implicit to the one against all architecture and makes the errors made by only one classifier difficult to rectify. This means that diversity [4] of the binary classifiers (independency in the production of their errors) does not always imply an improvement in the classification given by the ensemble. More detailed analysis is as follows.
Given a one against all architecture integrated by k dichotomic classifiers with a binary output (y i [{0, 1}, i [{1, 2, …, k}) and suppose that, when trying to classify a certain example, only one of these classifiers catalogues it wrong, that is, the dichotomic classifiers are diverse. Under these circumstances, the possible situations that can arise are 1. Classifier C j , which makes the error, classifies as negative (y j = 0) an example than should be classified as positive (false negative). Since for the rest of the classifiers this example is negative, the output for all of them will be {0}, and, therefore, the global output for the ensemble will be {0, …, 0, …, 0}. This means that, the only mechanism to decide the class of the example is a random guess, and therefore the error is not rectifiable. 2. Classifier C j classifies as positive (y j = 1) an example that should be classified as negative (false positive). In this case, two classifiers will exist, C i and C j , that will classify the example as belonging to its class (y i = 1 and y j = 1), while the rest of the classifiers will catalogue it as negative (y k = 0, i = k, j = k). Consequently, as in the previous situation, it will be impossible to clearly determine to which class the example belongs to.
Therefore, the accuracy of the one against all architecture depends principally on the accuracy of the dichotomic classifiers integrating it, but not on its diversity.
To deal with this problem, many schemes based on this architecture use classifiers with output values in the [0, 1] range in order to assign the class label of the classifier with the largest output value [3, [5] [6] [7] . Mathematically, 
This modification avoids ties and ambiguous labeling and also creates certain dependence between the diversity of the classifiers and the accuracy of the ensemble. Nevertheless, the correct classification of an example depends heavily on the output value given by a specific classifier (that associated to the class which the example belongs to). That is, "
x 2 c i will be correctly classified by the ensemble, if and only if, y i [ y k V k = i, where y k is the output value of C k classifier.
Therefore, relation between the diversity of the classifiers and the accuracy of the ensemble is not always guaranteed, since it depends on a criterion (y i [ y k ) that is not faced by the learning algorithms. In this paper, we propose a modification of the one against all architecture, in order to rectify this difficulty and to guarantee that the diversity of the base classifiers produces on an increase in the ensembles accuracy.
Another issue that is dealt with in this paper is the need to build a system capable of resolving problems in which the examples are described by a high number of features. In theory, more features should provide more accurate classifiers but, in practice, irrelevant or redundant features may have a negative effect on the accuracy of the classifiers [8] [9] [10] . Furthermore, due to running time requirements or constraints imposed by the problem itself, feature selection can be an essential requisite in certain domains. For example, when the designed classification system has to be implemented in hardware as an Artificial Neural Network on FPGA -Field Programmable Gate Array-, a high number of features make the implementation unviable [11] .
Following the terminology found in [12] , the system proposed here is an ensemble of classifiers in which diversity is obtained manipulating the output targets [3] , manipulating the input features [13, 14] and injecting randomness into the learning process [15] .
As with the one against all architecture, the number of individuals that will integrate the ensemble coincides with the cardinality of the set of classes. The biggest difference compared to the one against all architecture is that, in this new model, the ensemble members will not be binary classifiers, but modules composed of a binary classifier and a multi-class classifier (Fig. 1) . To simplify terminology, these modules will be called base modules and the multiclass classifiers will be called complementary classifiers.
Since one of the aims of our work is to develop a system that can be implemented in hardware using FPGA's, prior to the construction of each classifier a feature selection process will be performed. This reduction allows the construction of simpler classifiers and therefore, systems with a reduced learning and classification time. With the objective of increasing models accuracy, the feature subset used to generate the classifiers is not unique but depends on the task associated with each classifier.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we present the proposed architecture in detail. Section 3 presents and analyzes the empirical evaluation of this approach. Finally, in Sect. 4, conclusions and future work are summarized.
System architecture
The main goal of this paper is to develop a new multiple classifier system characterized by learning from examples belonging to one of k classes (k C 3) and described by a high number of features. In order to obtain an accurate system, the ensemble will be composed of a number of more simple classifiers in which diversity is obtained:
1. Manipulating the output values that are given to the learning algorithm. 2. Varying the feature subsets used to generate the base classifiers. 3. Injecting randomness into the learning process. In contrast to the multi-class methods based on binary decomposition (One Against All (OAA), One Against One (OAO) [16, 17] , or Error-Correcting Output Codes (ECOC) [18] ), the ensemble we are proposing is based on the idea that the classifier modules integrating it do not only indicate if an example belongs to one or more specific classes, but they attempt to explicitly indicate the particular class it belongs to. Each module is composed of two classifiers ( Fig. 1) : the first one, C i , is a binary classifier trained to distinguish if an example belongs to a certain class or not. The second classifier, called complementary classifier and named C i , is a multi-class classifier with k -1 outputs representing classes {c j }, where j = i. This last classifier will only intervene under certain circumstances (see Sect. 2.2).
Base module construction
In this section, a detailed explanation is given on the design of the base modules and their components: the binary (Sect. 2.1.1) and the complementary classifiers (Sect. 2.1.2). Section 2.2 deals with their interaction.
Binary classifiers
As stated before, the binary classifiers composing the ensemble are analogous to the ones used in the one against all architecture. Therefore, each binary classifier is trained with the same data set but with different class labels. To train the ith classifier, the training data set X tr is decomposed in two sets, X tr ¼ X One of the premises that must be satisfied by this model is the ability to work with examples described by a high number of features. Practical experience shows that using as much as possible input information (features) does not imply a higher output accuracy. To facilitate and improve the learning process, once the class associated with each example is recoded, the process of determining the subset of most relevant features will take place. This feature selection process has been carried out using the Weka tool [19] (version 3.4.12). After analyzing several feature selection methods [20] , Correlation-based Feature Selection (CFS) [21] , with Best First [22, 23] as search strategy was chosen as the method for feature selection.
Once the initial data set has been processed and the training set associated with each binary classifier has been generated, the next step is building these classifiers. In our experiments, the classifiers are one hidden layer Neural Networks trained with the Back-Propagation algorithm (Fig. 2) [24] , in which: 
Complementary classifiers
The aim of the complementary classifier, C i , is to classify those examples that have been rejected by the corresponding binary classifier (C i ). If the binary classifier is reliable, these examples will belong to one of the k -1 classes that the binary classifier learns as negative. Faced with this situation, it seems logical to build C i from examples that belong to these k -1 classes. However, if the binary classifier produces a false negative, the complementary classifier will be forced to classify an example that does not belong to any of the classes it has learned. To guarantee that C i does not generate outputs that might produce ambiguity or conflictive situations, these classifiers will be trained with examples belonging to all classes.
To achieve diverse classifiers with k -1 outputs, before the construction of C i classifier, a new recoding of the class associated with each example will be performed. Specifically, the coding associated with the examples belonging to the ith class will be a vector of k -1 components where all the values will be ''0''. On the other hand, the codification associated with the examples belonging to the jth class will be carried out establishing a correspondence between the different classes and the k -1 components that make up the output vector. Therefore, for a domain in which there are three classes, c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , the codification associated with the learning examples X i linked to the C 1 classifier will be: 
With the objective of providing these classifiers with a larger diversity, the feature selection process has been performed considering only the examples associated with k -1 classes. Proceeding in this way, complementary classifier will be built on different training sets, and consequently will be more diverse.
As with the binary classifiers, the complementary classifiers will be implemented as one hidden layer neural networks. In this case, the number of output nodes will be k -1 (Fig. 3 ).
Classifier integration
Once the classifiers that make up a base module have been built, the next step is to determine their interrelation. In order to do so, three options have been analyzed: (a) Parallel combination When this architecture is applied, the output given by the classifying module associated with the ith class is a vector of k components
in which the y i component is generated by the binary classifier and the rest of components by the complementary classifier. Therefore, to find out the class associated with an example, it is necessary to know the output generated by both the binary classifier and the complementary classifier. classifies the example as not belonging to ''its class''. In this case, the output given by the base module linked to the i-th class will be the same to that described for the parallel combination. Otherwise, the output of this module will be a vector in which the only component different from zero will be that generated by
Since the output of the binary classifier is a continuous value within the [0,1] range, the critical point in this scheme is determining the threshold (h) that (1) allows a binary classifier to discern if an example belongs or not to its associated class (x [ c i if
and, (2) minimizes the ensemble error. Figure 4 shows, for the domains analyzed in Sect. 3, the relationship between ensemble accuracy and the threshold value. The output of the ensemble is computed averaging the outputs given by each base module and choosing then the one of highest value.
Mathematically,
Cð" xÞ ¼ arg max
where y ji is the jth output of the ith module and k the number of classes. There are several things to note. First, the serial combination is equivalent to the OAA architecture for a threshold value of h = 0, and is equivalent to the parallel architecture when the threshold is h = 1. Second, serial and parallel combinations perform equally well for all threshold values h C 0.05. Indeed, the statistical tests used in Sect. 3 cannot distinguish them. 
where h 1 and h 2 are different thresholds/h 1 C h 2 . Figure 5 shows that the best performance region is defined for the threshold values h 1 = 1 or h 2 = 0. For both cases, the hierarchical architecture is equivalent to the parallel combination. Figure 6 illustrates the binary-complementary integration schemes analyzed in this work.
3 Empirical evaluation
Data and methods
The proposed system has been tested in two real domains: Traffic sign recognition and Hand-written digit recognition.
In both domains, the patterns are images in PGM (Portable Gray Map) format. The number of features (pixels) used to describe each instance (image) is: 1,024 (32 9 32) for traffic signs and 784 (28 9 28) for hand- Based on this data, and after an analysis of the relationship between the number of classifiers and the error rate of the system, carried out during some of the experiments, we finally chose 20 as the best number of replicas. This is quite close to the number of replicas proposed by Opitz and Maclin [27] who assert that whenever Bagging is implemented with Neural Networks, the largest errorreduction rate occurs when using between 10 and 15 base classifiers. In order to make result comparable [28] , the average Eq. (2) will be used as combining rule.
Therefore, both domains will be evaluated comparing the proposed new model (using the parallel combination) with three classification models: single NN, OAA architecture, and Bagging, all with feature selection. Additionally, some results with these three models without feature selection are included as a reference.
The feature selection processes have been carried out considering solely the training examples and have been performed using the Weka tool. Once the most relevant feature subset is determined, it will be regarded as a specific idiosyncratic parameter of the corresponding classifier. In order to achieve this objective among others, the neural networks used in each model have been implemented using a software simulator written in C?? and developed by the authors of this paper.
In order to analyze the influence of the diversity of the base classifiers on the ensemble accuracy, some wellknown measures of diversity [29, 30] will be computed. Table 1 shows a summary of the used measures of diversity, their types (pairwise or non-pairwise), and the theoretic relationship between diversity and accuracy of the ensemble.
For all pairwise measures (plain disagreement, fail/nonfail disagreement, the Q statistic, the correlation coefficient and the kappa statistic), ensemble diversity is equal to the averaged value over all pairs of classifiers:
In the following subsections, there is a description of the evaluated domains, as well as a detailed explanation of the characteristics of the distinct systems implemented and the experimental results obtained in each of them.
Traffic sign recognition
The reason for our interest in this domain is the need to build Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS), which have, among other functions, the capacity to warn drivers of potential dangers, avoid or induce the realization of certain manoeuvres and limit driving speed. The need for integration of the classification module into a ADSS capable of operating in real time poses certain design Plain disagreement measure Plain
Fail/non-fail disagreement measure Dis
Correlation coefficient q
The arrow specifies whether diversity is greater if the measure is lower (;) or greater (:). 'P' stands for 'Pairwise' measures N is the number of instances in the data set; L is the number of base classifiers; K is the number of classes; N ab is the number of instances in the data set, classified correctly (a = 1) or incorrectly (a = 0) by the classifier i, and correctly (b = 1) or incorrectly (b = 0) by the classifier j; N ij is the number of instances in the data set, recognized as class i by the first classifier and as class j by the second one; C i (x n ) is the class assigned by classifier i to instance x n N n k is the number of base classifiers that assign instance n to class k; Is() is a truth predicate restrictions which make its construction difficult. For example, in order to embed the designed software system as a FPGA hardware implementation, the classification algorithm must be based on neural networks with a limit of 200 nodes for each network.
This domain contains 900 images of prohibition traffic signs distributed evenly among nine classes (Fig. 7) : no pedestrian entry, no left/right turn, no stopping or parking, no passing and the signs limiting the speed to 20-40-50-60 and 100 km/h.
To create the data set, each image has been scaled to 32 9 32 pixels and saved in PGM format. This preprocessing allows us to describe each pattern with a 1,033-component vector, in which the first 1,024 elements represent the grayscale values for each pixel, and the last nine elements codify the corresponding sign class.
To evaluate the accuracy of the implemented models and determine if the differences among them are statistically significant, we have used a statistical test called combined 5 9 2cv F-test [31] . This test is based on performing five replications of twofold cross-validation. In each replication, the available data are randomly partitioned into two equal sized sets. Then, each learning algorithm is trained on one data set and tested on the other.
If p ðjÞ i is the difference between the error rates of the two classifiers on fold j of replication i and s
, then, the statistic:
is approximately F distributed with 10 and 5 degrees of freedom. Therefore, we reject the hypothesis that the two classifiers have the same error rate with 0.95 confidence if F-test is greater than 4.735.
Once the data sets that will be used in the experimental part have been determined, the next step is to determine the topology of classifiers that integrate each model. After running several different experimental tests [32] , we decided to use neural networks in which the size of the hidden layer depends on the amount of neurons present in the input layer, that is, on the cardinality of the feature space. Thus, the number of hidden neurons varies from 50 for a full feature space, to 30 for a downsized input space through feature selection. Table 2 shows the performance obtained by the proposed new model compared with a single neural network, an OAA architecture and Bagging when they are built using:
(a) The full feature space-1,024 features. (b) The feature subsets obtained when applying CFS. For both, Bagging and the neuronal network with nine output nodes, the cardinality of these subsets is 129 ± 10. The number of features selected in the construction of the binary and the complementary classifiers associated with the different classes is shown in Table 3 .
If we apply the F-test (Table 5) on the results derived from executing 5 9 2cv on each of the classification models (Table 4) , it can be deduced at a 0.95 significance level that the proposed model is:
1. Statistically better than any of the other models with feature selection (F-test is greater than 4.735 and the new models accuracy is the highest). 2. Statistically equivalent to all those models which are built using the full feature space (F-test \4.735).
For those systems with the best performance, Table 6 summarizes the ensembles classification time (on a 2.5 GHz Intel Xeon) and other main characteristics of the base learners (training time, number and size). According to these values, we can conclude that compared with traditional OAA and Bagging method, this new model improves in size and running time. Compared with the single full feature space ANN, the running time is slightly higher, but it should be considered that the new model is simulated serially. Considering its highly parallelizable nature, the running time can be reduced by a factor equivalent to the number of individual base modules.
In order to analyze the influence of diversity of the base classifiers on the ensembles accuracy, several measures of diversity are computed for Bagging (with and without feature selection) and for the new proposed model (results are shown in Table 7 ). It is interesting to note that measures where low values indicate high diversity (Q, q and j) have high values, whereas measures where high values indicate high diversity (plain, dis and amb) have low values. As reported in [33] , this could be an indication of the lack of any strong relationship between diversity measures and ensemble accuracy in real-life classification problems. 
Hand-written digit recognition
The MNIST data collection (available at http://yann.lecun. com/exdb/mnist/) was used to assess the system's capacity to recognize hand-written digits. This data collection [34] has 60,000 training examples and 10,000 test examples. Hand-written digits are represented as grayscale 28 9 28-pixel images and belong to 10 different classes (Fig. 8) .
As in the previous case, the proposed system will be compared to the following classification models: All these models were implemented by using one hidden layer neural networks with Back-propagation as learning algorithm. On the other hand, the number of neurons present in the input layer depends on whether CFS is applied or not. Whenever no feature selection process is applied, the number of input nodes is 784. On the other hand, if Bagging or the single NN are combined with CFS the number of inputs is 218. Finally, the number of neurons in the binary classifiers and in their corresponding complementary classifiers when CFS is applied is shown on Table 8 .
Due to the large amount of examples and input features, the learning phase in this domain is very time-demanding. Therefore, the number of neurons present in the hidden layer has been previously established according to the number of input and output neurons. Thus, when CFS is applied, binary classifiers have 15 hidden neurons, whereas multiclass classifiers have 50. On the other hand, when working with the full feature space (784 features), binary classifiers have 50 hidden neurons, whereas multiclass classifiers have 100.
In this domain, the statistical comparison of the different classification models will be done using the McNemar Test. This test is considered to be less reliable than the F-test, but it is also regarded as the best alternative whenever the computational cost of the experiment does not allow a cross-validation process.
The McNemar Test [35] , as well as the F-test, enables a comparison of two classifiers, f A and f B , when they are trained and tested on the same data sets. It has the following formulation: If n 00 is the number of examples misclassified by both f A and f B n 01 is the number of examples misclassified by f A but not by f B n 10 is the number of examples misclassified by f B but not by f A n 11 is the number of examples misclassified by neither f A nor f B 
is a Chi-square statistic with one degree of freedom. Therefore, if v 2 B 3.84 is satisfied, then we can admit, with a 0.05 significance level, that the classifiers have the same percentage error. Tables 9, 10 , 11, 12, 13 sum up the experimental results obtained when implementing the aforementioned models.
The conclusion of the analysis of the values shown in Tables 9 and 10 is that the performance of the proposed new model is equivalent to those of Bagging and of the OAA architecture when they work with the whole set of features. As the decrease in the number of features defining the examples entails a drastic reduction of the testing and training time (Table 13) , we can conclude that the proposed system is as precise as Bagging and the OAA architecture, but clearly much more efficient. Due to the lower performance of the single full feature space ANN, the evaluation of its running time is not appropriate.
According to the measures of diversity used in this study (Table 11 ), the base classifiers that compose both Bagging and the proposed model are not very diverse. Nevertheless, Table 12 shows an accuracy improvement of the ensemble in relation to the base classifiers.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed a new classification architecture that efficiently resolves problems where the In the first column appears the label of each class In this new architecture, the feature selection process is carried out using a supervised method, which is independent of the learning algorithm (filtering method) used in the classifier construction. In other words, the feature set chosen in each case depends on what examples are used in training and on the label class associated with each of them, but not on the learning algorithm inherent to each classifier.
Another advantage of this system compared to other models like Bagging, is that the number of classifiers integrating the ensemble is predetermined. That is, the proposed model avoids one of the main drawbacks that the design of a large number of classifier ensembles presents: determining the number of base classifiers optimizing the set [36] [37] [38] [39] . On the other hand, and contrary to other models like Boosting [40] , the independence of the classifiers that make up the ensemble allows the classifiers to be constructed simultaneously on distributed computers, shortening the total training time.
The experimental results indicate that our model's accuracy is comparable to the one obtained with other classic classification methods (a single Neural Network, Bagging and OAA). However, the drastic decrease in the number of features that describe the examples improves our model with regard to size, computational complexity, and running time. These improvements make the presented model not only a good proposal from the software point of view, but it can also be considered a good alternative to the construction of real time working systems implementing the classifiers with FPGA's [11] .
In the future, we intend to evaluate the quality of the system in other domains and analyze the dependence between the proposed model and the algorithm used in the construction of the classifiers integrating the ensemble. 
